BUFFALO REGIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 21, 2024

FIRST HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2024-0047
THE PETITIONER IS: AVALON DEVELOPMENT

• MOTION: DAVID FLYNN
• SECOND: JOHN SCHENNE
• RELIEF: GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
_YAY_ JOHN LYDON, CHAIRMAN
_YAY_ DAVID FLYNN
_YAY_ JOHN SCHENNE
_YAY_ RICHARD ANDREWS
_YAY_ PETER KLEMANN

SECOND HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2023-0348
THE PETITIONER IS: FRIZLEN GROUP ARCHITECT

• MOTION: JOHN SCHENNE
• SECOND: RICHARD ANDREWS
• RELIEF: GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
_YAY_ JOHN LYDON, CHAIRMAN
_YAY_ DAVID FLYNN
_YAY_ JOHN SCHENNE
_YAY_ RICHARD ANDREWS
_X_ PETER KLEMANN - RECUSED
THIRD HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2023-0514
THE PETITIONER IS: BRANDON WOODS
• MOTION: JOHN SCHENNE
• SECOND: DAVID FLYNN
• RELIEF: GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
  YAY  JOHN LYDON, CHAIRMAN
  YAY  DAVID FLYNN
  YAY  JOHN SCHENNE
  YAY  RICHARD ANDREWS
  YAY  PETER KLEMMAN